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Details of Visit:

Author: clarky08
Location 2: Norwich
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 4 Jun 2009 8:30
Duration of Visit: 1
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Linzi Dawn
Website: http://linzidawn-escort.co.uk
Phone: 07517935017

The Premises:

Linzi was on tour in Norwich and was staying at a well known hotel on the outskirts of the city which
I have frequented on a number of occasions. As always nice and discreet and comfortable clean
rooms

The Lady:

Linzi is an attractive lady perhaps late 30's size 12 ish about 5'7" with very ample breasts! Her
pictures on her website give a good indication of what you are going to get when she opens the
door.

The Story:

Linzi has built a superb reputation for herself so I was in little doubt I was in for a good time. She
answered the door dressed in, well not a lot, but nice sexy underwear. I was greeted with a kiss,
huge smile and excitement (and this was 8:30 AM)!!

We chatted for a few minutes before the serious kissing got underway as clothes were gradually
removed. I am normally a one shot an hour kind of guy but when this was discussed Linzi set her
mind to rectifying this and who am I to argue! Linzi proceeded to give a superb session of OWO,
starting slowly and building towards climax. Linzi informed me the first shot was to be in her mouth
normally I reserve this for 2nd round on longer bookings but again not one to argue!

I was informed I had 5 minutes recovery time and this was filled with more kissing before some
rather nice RO, some more OWO led to some good sex before we wrapped after just after the hour.

If you are after a lady who clearly loves sex, who delivers with a smile, has a wicked sense of
humour then Linzi's your girl. Hopefully Norwich has taken to Linzi and she will be back again soon.
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